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A Gantt chart is a bar chart used to illustrate a project schedule, which includes some milestones and is not as detailed as a complete critical path method (CPM). It typically includes start and end dates for activities and a summary of a project's activities, but not as complex and without the ability to include resources or materials. Activities are taken from
what is commonly called the work decomposition structure (WBS) of a specific construction project. Gantt charts serve as an excellent tool for showing updated timeline status using actual full shadings and vertical lines representing the actual date. Gantt charts are sometimes prepared to show activities of precedence and follow activities and their
relationships and is the simplest form of a project schedule. A Gantt chart is the right tool if you are looking to provide an overview of the project schedule without great details. Although simple in its composition, a Gantt chart offers the following advantages: Gantt charts can be used to represent the phases and activities of a project in a very simplistic
visualization. It can be useful to indicate the critical points on the chart with bold or colored contours of the bars. An updated Gantt chart helps manage the project and ward off scheduling issues. Computer software can simplify the process of updating a Gantt chart. You don't really need specialized software to build a Gantt chart as it can be easily prepared
using Excel or similar software. Gantt charts may also have some limitations and may not be useful in some circumstances. There are a few other issues as well: A Gantt chart is not recommended to define the work breakdown structure and scheduled activities at the same time. Typically, when the project has more than 30 activities, it may not be the best
tool, instead focusing on mounting a CPM. Gantt charts are not useful if they are intended to display information. Gantt's charts do not represent the complexity of a project. Horizontal bars of gantt charts misrepresent the actual resource requirements of a project. The gantt chart with full percent shading can actually miscommunicate the performance status
of the actual schedule. Gantt graphics have a variety of uses among construction professionals. Gantt graphics should be used under the following circumstances: To communicate the plan or status of a construction projectTo monitor tasks within a projectWhen you assemble a simple proposal for a small projectTo instruct at a high level the sequence and
duration of specific tasks or process of a construction projectTo demonstrate which tasks depend on the completion of previous tasks The basic procedure must be followed to a graph of Gantt. Identify the steps or activities required to complete the project. Identify milestones within the project. Identify the time it takes to complete each task. Identify the task
sequence and the order of precedence of the tasks. Draw a horizontal time axis at the bottom of a page. Select a one time scale to represent the length of tasks. Prepare a column on the left side of the paper; annotate each activity and project milestone in its corresponding order of occurrence. For activities or milestones that occur at a given time, represent
them using a diamond at the time the activity should take place. Activities that occur during a certain period of time draw horizontal bars, or an empty rectangle from the first day the activity will occur and ending the day on which the activity ends. Do not fill inside the rectangle. Each activity or task must be listed in the Gantt chart. Fill the diamond or rectangle
as each activity is being performed. Use a weight or plumb as a vertical marker to illustrate the actual time and progress of the project. Gantt charts are also modified with additional columns showing details such as the estimated amount of time to perform each task, how many resources are required to complete each activity, and/or the person responsible
for performing the activity. Specific meetings or review processes are not recommended to be listed in a Gantt chart because they can occur for a long period of time. Gantt's chart will give construction professionals a clear idea of what needs to be done to complete a specific task and can promote a healthy scheduling process. If you've ever had to manage
or work on a multiple-step project, you may have found a Gantt chart or a program evaluation and review technique chart, commonly known by the acronym PERT. These charts are tools that help you visualize the activities involved in completing a project. They combine scheduling information with dependencies between tasks, but do so in different formats.
The difference between a PERT and Gantt chart is that gantt charts present tasks in sequential order, with start and end dates, while PERT charts are flow charts that are generally more complex and more suitable for larger projects. Gantt charts are bar charts. The X axis contains dates and the Y-axis lists separate tasks. On each line of the Y axis, the chart
shows a bar positioned to extend from the task start date to the finish date. The tasks are listed in start order. PERT charts are network diagrams that use boxes to represent tasks and arrows to present dependencies between tasks. The boxes are arranged from left to right, but there is no fixed Y-axis with dates. The first box, or root, is centered vertically on
the left side, and subsequent tasks can be drawn anywhere along the Y axis. A dependent task is one that cannot be started until another task is partially or completely completed. A gantt can list subtaras grouped by task, which implies a sequence of dependencies. The sequence can be spelled out by drawing an arrow from a task to a dependent task.
PERT chart dependencies always require arrows. A task box can point to multiple dependent tasks. Dependent. Dependent tasks can have multiple arrows received when multiple tasks must be completed before the dependent task can be started. The Y-axis of a Gantt chart acts as a calendar, with segments of equal length representing units of time, such
as days, weeks, or months. This arrangement helps managers know when to start tasks and quickly recognize when tasks are not scheduled. One difference between a PERT and Gantt chart is that the spacing between task boxes on a PERT chart does not have to be proportional to the start and finish dates, making the chart less convenient for managing
deadlines. Often arrows are labeled with time units. In computerized PERT charts, you click a box to get the task details, including projected start and finish dates. Another difference between a PERT and Gantt chart is that PERT charts can operate at various levels of nesting: a high-level diagram shows the main tasks, and lower-level diagrams show the
subtasks associated with a task. This provides an easy method of adding or removing subtasks without disturbing the top-level diagram. Gantt charts typically show all tasks and sub-tasks at the same level, which can create charts of multiple pages that managers must rearrange each time they add, reschedule, or remove tasks. The arrangement of several
pages makes it difficult to attract dependency arrows, which usually limits the use of Gantt graphics to projects with a maximum of 30 activities. A gantt chart is a commonly used type of bar chart that illustrates the division of a project's schedule into tasks or events displayed against time. Google Sheets has a useful feature to help you create a Gantt chart
for your project. Hold Google Sheets and open a new spreadsheet. First, create a small table and insert some titles into the cells to get started. You'll need one for tasks, start date, and finish date. Fill each cell with the project details. It should be like this: Then make a similar table to the side or below the previous one that will serve as a way to calculate the
charts in each part of the Gantt chart. The table will have three titles to generate the Gantt chart: tasks, start day, and duration (in days) of the task. It should be like this: after putting the titles in place, you need to calculate the start day and duration. The task title will be the same as above. You can simply copy the cells below, reference directly, or rewrite if
you want. To calculate Start on Day, you need to find the difference between the start date of each task and the start date of the first task. To do this, you first convert each date into an integer and then subtract it from the start date of the first task: ( &lt;TaskStart&gt;- &lt;FirstTaskStart&gt;. It will look like this: =INT(B4)-INT($B$4) &lt;FirstTaskStart&gt;will
always be an absolute value. Google Sheets uses the dollar sign character ($) to block a row or column —or, in our case, both—when referencing a value. So when we copy the same formula&lt;/FirstTaskStart&gt; &lt;/FirstTaskStart&gt; &lt;/TaskStart&gt; &lt;/TaskStart&gt; subsequent cells —what we do in the next step—using the dollar sign like this
ensures that it always references this value in B4, which is the beginning of the first task. After pressing the Enter key, click the phone again and double-click the blue square. As magic, Sheets will use the same formula —but making sure to reference the correct cell above—to the cells directly below, completing the sequence. Now, to calculate the duration,
you need to determine how long each task will take. This calculation is a little more complicated and finds the difference between a few more variables. The formula will resemble the format (&lt;CurrentTaskEndDate&gt;-&lt;FirstTaskDate&gt;)-(&lt;CurrentTaskStartDate&gt;- ) and will be &lt;FirstTaskStartDate&gt;so: =(INT(C4)-INT($B$4))-(INT(B4)-INT($B$4))
As before, you must convert each date format into an integer as you reference it in the formula. Additionally, variables that will remain the same across all cells are referenced using the dollar sign characters. After pressing the Enter key, click the phone again and double-click the blue square. So Sheets fills the remaining cells for you. Highlight the entire
table. Then click Insert &gt; Chart. From the Chart Editor pane to the right of the window, click the drop-down box under Chart type, scroll down, and click Stacked Bar Chart. Finally, click any of the light red bars, click the color picker, and choose None at the top of the color picker. Then go to the Customize tab in the Chart Editor panel, click Chart &amp; Axis
Titles, and name your chart. That's it, that's it. With this, you have created a fully functional Gannt chart that updates in real time. Time. &lt;/FirstTaskStartDate&gt;&lt;/CurrentTaskStartDate&gt;&lt;/FirstTaskStartDate&gt;&lt;/CurrentTaskEndDate&gt;
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